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Abstract.
Background: Animal studies suggested that ␤2-Adrenergic receptors (␤2AR) may be a potential target for the treatment of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
Objective: This retrospective inception cohort study aimed to assess the association between antagonists and agonists of the
␤2AR and the risk of starting treatment for AD in older adults.
Methods: A retrospective inception cohort study was conducted among older adults who initiated either non-selective
␤AR antagonists or selective ␤2AR agonists using the University Groningen IADB.nl prescription database (study period
1994–2019). For each exposed cohort, two reference cohorts (A and B) were matched on age at index date. The main
outcome was defined as at least two prescriptions for cholinesterase inhibitors (rivastigmine, galantamine, and donepezil)
and/or memantine. Cox proportional hazard regression models were used to estimate hazard ratios (HR).
Results: The risk of developing AD was elevated among patients exposed to non-selective ␤AR antagonists (A: aHR 3.303,
95% CI 1.230–8.869, B: aHR 1.569, 95% CI 0.560–4.394) and reduced among patients exposed to selective ␤2AR agonists
(A: aHR 0.049, 95% CI 0.003–0.795, B: aHR 0.834, 95% CI 0.075–9.273) compared to reference patients.
Conclusion: These findings suggest that exposure to non-selective ␤AR antagonists is associated with an increased risk for
developing AD whereas there may be a decreased risk for developing AD after exposure to selective ␤2AR agonists.
Keywords: Adrenergic beta agonist, adrenergic beta blockers, adrenergic beta receptors, Alzheimer’s disease, neurodegenerative diseases

INTRODUCTION
Over 70% of the dementia cases in the Netherlands
are due to Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1]. More than
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47 million people are affected by AD worldwide and
as population in many countries ages, this number is
expected to triple to over 130 million people in 2050
[2]. Besides age, there are also other factors that might
increase the risk of developing AD including family
history (hereditary), female gender, depression, little
physical movement, being strongly overweight (from
middle age), high blood pressure (from middle age),
and diabetes [1–3].
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AD is a progressive and irreversible brain disorder with loss of behavioral abilities and cognitive
functioning among which reasoning, remembering,
perception, language comprehension, and thinking
[4]. Pathological hallmarks of AD are the deposition of tau and amyloid-␤ (A␤) in the brain which
on the long run can cause neurodegeneration due
to the formation of insoluble neurofibrillary tangles
and amyloid fibrils (A␤ plaques) [5]. AD is also
characterized by chronic inflammation [6, 7]. Tumor
necrosis factor alpha (TNF-␣) plays a central role
in this process, and it can increase the production
of other cytokines causing a persistent inflammatory
response and eventually neuronal loss [7].
Currently, there is no cure for AD, nor a way to
slow or stop its progression available on the Dutch
market. Drugs available on the Dutch market are
cholinesterase inhibitors (rivastigmine, galantamine,
and donepezil) and memantine, but these drugs are
not very effective (1 in 6 to 1 in 10 patients) [8–11].
The FDA, however, approved aducanumab as newest
drug to treat AD (June 2021) [12]. It is an amyloid beta-directed antibody and is able to slow the
progression of AD [13].
As the ␤2-Adrenergic receptors (␤2ARs) are
present in the brain (cortex and hippocampus) and
are required for memory and learning, such receptors
may be a potential target for the treatment of AD [14].
Different animal studies investigated the role of compounds targeting the ␤2ARs and its potential to be a
target for the treatment of AD, but the study findings
are controversial [14–25].
In the literature, ICI 118,551 is the most studied
␤2AR antagonist and clenbuterol the most studied
␤2AR agonist when investigating the involvement
of the ␤2AR in AD. Both drugs, however, are not
approved for use in humans by the FDA. Clenbuterol is, however, approved in some countries [26].
As selective-␤AR antagonists have a higher affinity for the ␤1 receptor, it might be of great value
to investigate the involvement of non-selective ␤AR
antagonists in AD [27]. Salbutamol is a frequently
used, relatively cheap, and well established selective ␤2AR agonist available on the Dutch market
and might therefore be an interesting drug to study
[28].
In order to further assess the risk-benefit of compounds targeting ␤2ARs, we therefore conducted a
retrospective inception cohort study to assess the
association between the use of non-selective ␤AR
antagonists or selective ␤2AR agonists and the risk
of developing AD in older adults.

METHODS
Study design and setting
A retrospective inception cohort study was performed (study period 1994–2019) using the University of Groningen IADB.nl community pharmacy
database. The database from the IADB.nl is a longitudinal database. It contains pharmacy dispensing data
from approximately 120 community pharmacies in
the Northern Netherlands. The database is considered
to be representative for the Netherlands as a whole
because registration in the database is irrespective of
gender, age, and health care insurance. Each person is
tracked individually throughout the database period
by a unique anonymous identifier. Besides the anonymous identifier, gender, address registration number,
and date of birth are known. The prescription records
in the database contain information on the dose regimen, date of dispensing, how much is dispensed, the
number of days a prescription is valid, the physician
who prescribed the prescriptions, and the Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical code (ATC code). Indications
are not recorded. Due to the fact that patients from
the Netherlands generally register at one community
pharmacy, the records for most patients are complete.
However, medication dispensed during hospitalization and drugs bought in drug stores, so called ‘over
the counter drugs’ are not included in the database
[29–31].
Eligible subjects
Subjects are defined as individuals starting with the
exposure drug or any of the reference drugs, where
starting of the drug marks the index date (see section
‘Exposure’). Data was retrieved on all starters with
any of these drugs. The starters should be free of
any of the exposure, reference, and outcome drugs,
respectively, 12 months prior to the index date. For
each of the exposure drug users, a starting referent
drug user was matched (after fulfilling the inclusion
and exclusion criteria) on age. A time-window was
set around the index date (± 3 years) and around date
of birth (± 5 years) of the matched exposure group.
A list with drugs and their corresponding ATC-codes
relevant for this study can be found in Supplementary
Table 1 [31].
Inclusion criteria
Individuals 50 years and older at the index date
registered in the IADB.nl database during the period
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of 1994 until 2019 were included in the study. The
individuals had to be enrolled in the database, at least
12 months prior to the index date. Also, a minimal
follow-up time of 12 months since the index date was
required.
Exclusion criteria
Excluded were individuals with prescriptions for
AD (based on ATC codes N06DA; N06DA02;
N06DA03; N06DA04 N06DX; N06DX01) 365 days
before the index date and within 365 days after
the index date. We also excluded individuals with
prescriptions for any anti-Parkinson drug (N04) or
beta-blocking agents for the sensory organs (S01ED).
A subject could only be assigned to one group so subjects that simultaneously start with drugs from two
or more cohorts (e.g., exposed cohort 1 and reference
cohort 1) were also excluded [31].
Exposure
We defined two different exposure groups: exposed
group 1: exposure to non-selective ␤AR antagonists
(C07AA) and exposed group 2: exposure to selective
␤2AR agonists (R03AC and R03CC). Exposure was
defined as three or more prescriptions of the exposure
drug within the first year after the index date (where
the prescription on the index date count as one of the
three). Individuals with less than three prescriptions
were excluded and could also not be included in the
reference group [31].
For classifying the individuals to one specific drug
within the overall drug category (for example salbutamol within the ␤2AR agonists category) exposure
was defined as three or more prescriptions of the
specific drug within the first year after the index date.
For each of the exposure drug users a starting referent drug user is matched on age with a time-window
(±5 years). Also, a time-window was set around the
index date of the matched exposure group (±3 years).
In this cohort study, there were four reference groups
(see Supplementary Table 2): Non-exposed group
1A and 1B are both matched to exposed group 1.
Non-exposed group 2A and 2B are both matched to
exposed group 2.
Exposure to the referent drug was defined as:≥3
prescriptions of the referent drug (Supplementary
Table 2) within the first year after the index date.
In Supplementary Table 2, is also depicted which
medication the non-exposed cannot use.
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Outcome
The outcome, drug-treated AD, was determined by
identifying dispensed drugs to treat AD according
to the pharmacological guidelines for Dutch general practitioners [8]. An individual was considered
to have AD when he or she had the second prescription (starting 365 days after the index date) for
cholinesterase inhibitors: rivastigmine, galantamine,
and donepezil (N06DA, N06DA02, N06DA03,
N06DA04) and/or memantine (N06DX01) [31]. Individuals with less than two prescriptions were treated
as non-AD.
Covariates
Covariates that could potentially confound the
association between the exposure of compounds targeting the ␤2AR and the risk of developing AD were
the following: age (matching variable) and gender
[1, 3]. Age was used as matching variable because the
magnitude of confounding tended to 10% [32]. Potential underlying conditions that may affect the risk of
developing AD, i.e. diabetes, high cholesterol levels,
depression, high blood pressure, and drugs for respiratory system were taken into consideration where
prescriptions of ‘drugs used in diabetes’ (A10), ‘lipid
modifying agents’ (C10), ‘antidepressants’ (N06A),
‘antihypertensives’ (C02, C03, C07, C08, C09), and
‘respiratory disease’ (R03) were used as proxies for
the above-mentioned conditions [1, 3, 31].
Statistical analysis
After participants’ selection the maximal followup time was censored at 15 years (exposed cohorts
1) and 19 years (exposed cohorts 2) for all comparisons to avoid selection bias due to differential loss
to follow up after such a long follow up period. The
maximal follow-up time for exposed cohort 2 differs from the maximal follow-up time for exposed
cohort 1. This was done in order not to lose too many
subjects in exposed cohorts 2. Differences in distribution of baseline covariates in subjects exposed and
not exposed were tested with the Pearson Chi-square
test (categorical variables) or the independent sample T-test (continuous variables). The Kaplan-Meier
method was used to estimate cumulative incidence
curves and the log-rank test was used to evaluate
the differences between those cumulative incidence
curves. Hazard ratios (HRs) with their 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) for developing AD after
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram for participants’ selection.
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non-selective ␤AR antagonists/selective ␤2AR agonists exposure were calculated by using univariate
and multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression
models. The multivariate analyses were adjusted for
the baseline characteristics. All statistical analyses
were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 26 and
statistically significance was considered at a p-value
of < 0.05.

RESULTS
In all, 780 and 779 subjects fulfilled the inclusion and exclusion criteria in exposed cohort 1A and
1B respectively, and those were matched to 2,340
and 1,558 subjects in non-exposed cohort 1A and
1B, respectively (see Fig. 1). In exposed cohort 2A,
314 subjects were included and matched to 314 subjects (non-exposed cohort 2A). In exposed cohort 2B,
593 subjects were matched to 2,372 subjects (nonexposed cohort 2B).
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Non-selective βAR antagonists
Most exposed subjects were exposed to propranolol (68.3%) followed by sotalol (30.6%), pindolol
(0.90%), and oxprenolol (0.26%).
In Table 1 the baseline characteristics of patients
exposed to non-selective ␤-antagonists and matched
controls are depicted. Significant differences are
made visible by presenting p-values in bold.
Within the exposed cohort, 8 subjects (1A)
(1.03%, 9.66/10,000 person years) and 8 subjects
(1B) (1.03%, 9.68/10,000 person years) suffered
from medically treated AD, whereas 8 (0.34%,
3.25/10,000 person-years) and 8 (0.51%, 5.86/10,000
person-years) from the non-exposed 1A and 1B
were prescribed medication for AD respectively. The
Kaplan-Meier analysis revealed that the non-exposed
1A cohort had a significantly lower cumulative incidence of AD compared with the exposed cohort
(log-rank test, p < 0.05). The cumulative incidence
of AD was also lower in the non-exposed 1B cohort

Table 1
Baseline characteristics of patients exposed to non-selective ␤-antagonists and matched controls

Agea at index date (mean ± SD)
Range (y)
Gender (n, %)
Male
Female
Co-medication (n, %)
Any co-medicationc
Anti-diabetics
Anti-depressants
Lipid Modifying agents
Drugs for obstructive airway
Follow-up in days (mean ± SD)d
Cases of Alzheimer’s disease

Exposed cohort 1
(n = 780)

Non-exposed 1A
(n = 2,340)

pb

Exposed cohort 1
(n = 779)

Non-exposed 1B
(n = 1,558)

pb

61.9 ± 9.5
50–93

62.0 ± 9.3
50–92

61.9 ± 9.5
50–93

62.2 ± 9.3
50–93

272 (34.9%)
508 (65.1%)

1,051 (44.9%)
1,289 (55.1%)

0.962
–
< 0.001
–
–

271 (34.8%)
508 (65.2%)

715 (45.9%)
843 (54.1%)

0.516
–
< 0.001
–
–

171 (21.9%)
28 (3.58%)
108 (13.8%)
56 (7.18%)
0 (0.00%)
3,876.2 ± 1,774.6
8 (1.03%)

545 (23.3%)
87 (3.72%)
195 (8.33%)
310 (13.2%)
0 (0.00%)
3,843 ± 4,505
8 (0.34%)

0.432
0.869
< 0.001
< 0.001
–
0.649
0.037*

171 (22.0%)
28 (3.59%)
108 (13.9%)
56 (7.19%)
0 (0.00%)
3,874.2 ± 1,774.8
8 (1.03%)

483 (31.0%)
259 (16.6%)
130 (8.34%)
204 (13.1%)
0 (0.00%)
3,197.5 ± 1,859.0
8 (0.51%)

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
–
< 0.001
0.156

a Matching variable. b p-value based on independent T-test or Chi-square test. c Anti-diabetics, anti-depressants, lipid modifying agents, and/or

drugs for obstructive airway. d Censored at 5,475 days. *Fisher’s Exact Test.

Fig. 2. Cumulative incidence of AD according to non-selective ␤AR-antagonist exposure. Exposed cohort 1 compared to non-exposed cohort
1A (left diagram) and compared to non-exposed cohort 1B (right diagram).

CI, Confidence interval. a adjusted for age at index date, gender, and co-medication use (anti-diabetic, anti-depressant, and lipid modifying agents). b adjusted for age at index date, gender, and
co-medication use (anti-diabetic, anti-depressant, anti-hypertensives, and lipid modifying agent).

p

0.018
0.391
0.034
0.883
3.303 (1.230–8.869)a
1.569 (0.560–4.394)a
0.049 (0.003–0.795)b
0.834 (0.075–9.273)b
0.032
0.445
0.122
0.211
2.931 (1.100–7.808)
1.465 (0.549–3.905)
0.168 (0.017–1.614)
0.391 (0.090–1.703)
8
8
3
16

Multivariate model

p
Univariate model

Crude HR (95% CI)
Cases of AD

Non-exposed

N

2,340
1,558
314
2,372
8
8
1
2
780
779
314
593
Exposed 1 versus Non-exposed cohort 1A
Exposed 1 versus Non-exposed cohort 1B
Exposed 2 versus Non-exposed cohort 2A
Exposed 2 versus Non-exposed cohort 2B

Cohort 2B
In exposed cohort 2B, 593 subjects were matched
to 2,372 controls. Most subjects were exposed to
salbutamol (76.7%). A detailed overview of the ␤2adrenoreceptor agonists included in the analysis and
the number of older adults exposed can be seen in
Supplementary Table 3.

Cases of AD

Cohort 2A
In exposed cohort 2A, 314 subjects were matched
to 314 controls. Most subjects were exposed to
salbutamol (75.2%). A detailed overview of the ␤2adrenoreceptor agonists included in the analysis and
the number of older adults exposed can be seen in
Supplementary Table 3.
In Table 3, the baseline characteristics of patients
exposed to selective ␤-agonists and matched controls
are depicted. Exposed cohort 2A was compared to
non-exposed cohort 2A. Significant differences are
made visible by presenting p-values in bold.
Within the exposed cohort, 1 subject (0.32%,
3.47/10,000 person-years) suffered from medically
treated AD, whereas 3 (0.96%, 13.9/10,000 personyears) from the non-exposed 2A were prescribed
medication for AD respectively. The Kaplan-Meier
analysis revealed that the cumulative incidence of AD
was higher in the non-exposed group when compared
to the exposed, but this was not found to be statistically significant (log-rank test, p = 0.079) (Fig. 3).
Lifetables are presented in Supplementary Table 5.
After adjusting for the baseline characteristics presented in Table 3, the exposure to selective ␤2AR
agonists was associated with a decreased risk (HR)
of developing AD (aHR 0.049, 95% CI 0.003–0.795;
see Table 2).

Exposed

Selective β2AR agonists

N

when compared to the exposed, but the difference
was not found to be statistically significant (log-rank
test, p = 0.443) (Fig. 2). Lifetables are presented in
Supplementary Table 4.
After adjusting for the baseline characteristics presented in Table 1, the exposure to non-selective
␤AR-antagonists was associated with a significant
increased risk of developing AD when compared
to the non-exposed 1A cohort (aHR 3.303, 95%
CI 1.230–8.869; see Table 2). An increased risk of
developing AD was also observed when the exposed
cohort was compared to the non-exposed 1B cohort
(aHR 1.569, 95% CI 0.560–4.394; Table 2), but this
increase was not found to be statistically significant.

Adjusted HR (95% CI)
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Table 2
Hazard ratio of developing AD among patients exposed to either non-selective ␤-antagonists or selective ␤2-agonists and matched controls
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Table 3
Baseline characteristics of patients exposed to selective ␤-agonists and matched controls

Agea at index date (mean ± SD)
Range (y)
Gender (n, %)
Male
Female
Co-medication (n, %)
Any co-medicationc
Anti-diabetics
Anti-depressants
Lipid modifying agents
Anti-hypertensives
Follow-up in days (mean ± SD)d
Cases of Alzheimer’s disease

Exposed cohort 2A
(n = 314)

Non-exposed 2A
(n = 314)

pb

Exposed cohort 2B
(n = 593)

Non-exposed 2B
(n = 2,372)

pb

63.4 ± 10.3
50–93

64.4 ± 10.3
50–92

61.5 ± 9.5
50–93

63.1 ± 9.5
50–96

139 (44.3%)
175 (55.7%)

157 (50.0%)
157 (50.0%)

0.219
–
0.150
–
–

255 (43.0%)
338 (57.0%)

1174 (49.5%)
1198 (50.5%)

< 0.001
–
0.005
–
–

52 (16.6%)
12 (3.82%)
33 (10.5%)
16 (5.10%)
0 (0.00%)
3,351.9 ± 2,092.0
1 (0.32%)

66 (21.0%)
16 (5.10%)
36 (11.5%)
25 (7.96%)
0 (0.00%)
2,515.6 ± 1,830.9
3 (0.96%)

0.153
0.439
0.702
0.146
–
< 0.001
0.624*

116 (19.6%)
19 (3.20%)
77 (13.0%)
38 (6.40%)
0 (0.00%)
3,481.7 ± 2,209.6
2 (0.34%)

2201 (92.8%)
399 (16.8%)
181 (7.62%)
407 (17.2%)
2161 (91.1%)
2,990.8 ± 2,096.9
16 (0.67%)

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
0.554*

a Matching variable. b p-value based on independent T-test or Chi-square test. c Anti-diabetics, anti-depressants, lipid modifying agents, and/or

anti-hypertensives. d Censored at 6935 days. *Fisher’s Exact Test.

Fig. 3. Cumulative incidence of AD according to selective ␤2AR-agonist exposure. Exposed cohort 2A compared with non-exposed cohort
2A (left diagram) and exposed cohort 2B compared with non-exposed cohort 2B (right diagram).

In Table 3, the baseline characteristics of patients
exposed to selective ␤-agonists and matched controls
are depicted. Exposed cohort 2B was compared to
non-exposed cohort 2B. Significant differences are
made visible by presenting p-values in bold.
Within the exposed group, 2 subjects (0.34%,
3.54/10,000 person-years) suffered from medically
treated AD, whereas 16 (0.67%, 8.23/10,000 personyears) of the non-exposed group were prescribed
anti-AD medication respectively. The Kaplan-Meier
analysis revealed that the cumulative incidence of AD
was higher in the non-exposed group when compared
to the exposed, but this was not found to be statistically significant (log-rank test, p = 0.194) (Fig. 3).
Lifetables are presented in Supplementary Table 5.
After adjusting for the baseline characteristics presented in Table 3, the exposure to selective ␤2AR
agonists was associated with a decreased risk (HR)
of developing AD (aHR 0.834, 95% CI 0.075–9.273;

see Table 2) but this decrease was not found to be
statistically significant.
DISCUSSION
The results seem to suggest that non-selective ␤AR
antagonist exposure was associated with a higher, and
selective ␤2AR agonist exposure with a lower risk
of developing AD compared to those who were not
exposed.
Non-selective βAR antagonists
First is discussed whether the cohorts in this study
are comparable to the overall population by comparing the numbers regarding co-medication use to
existing literature. In the Netherlands, 1 in 14 (7.14%)
people are diagnosed with diabetes [33]. As diabetics
are more likely to be overweight, have disturbed fat
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metabolism, and chronic inflammation, most patients
will sooner or later deal with additional physical complaints among which include cardiovascular diseases
[34]. As ␤-blockers can affect the adrenergic symptoms of a hypoglycemia, the use of ␤-blockers is
not recommended in patients with diabetes [35]. This
might explain the similarity in anti-diabetic use when
comparing the exposed to the non-exposed 1A cohort
and also the deviation between the exposed and the
non-exposed 1B cohort. 8.53% of the Dutch people
are diagnosed with fat metabolism disorder [36]. The
fact that diabetics are more likely to be overweight or
to have disturbed fat metabolism might explain why
the use of lipid modifying agents is higher in the nonexposed 1B cohort compared to the exposed [34].
That lipid modifying agent use is also higher in nonexposed cohort 1A compared to the exposed might
be explained by the fact that selective ␤-blockers are
preferred above non-selective ␤-blockers for several
indications such as angina pectoris or after going
through a myocardial infarction and those events
are mostly accompanied by the use of lipid modifying agents [27]. Regarding depression, among adults
each year, more than one in twenty (5.2%) suffer
from depression [37]. Focusing on the elderly, 6.3%
reported having a depression in the last 12 months
(2018) and the prevalence of depression in nursing homes was reported around 4% [37]. The fact
that the percentages regarding antidepressant use are
higher than the numbers presented in literature can
be explained by the fact that we are dealing with a
prescription database and no indications are known.
Antidepressants can namely also be prescribed for
other indications; pain or behavioral and anxiety disorders, for example [38].
In this retrospective inception cohort study, we
observed that the incidence density of AD was higher
in the antagonist exposed cohort when compared to
both non-exposed cohorts. The KM analysis showed
that the cumulative incidence of AD equaled up to
about 5 years and then increased with higher cumulative incidence of AD in the exposed when compared
to both non-exposed cohorts (statistically significant
for 1A). Thus, it seems that over the longer term
there is an apparent increase in AD cases, possible due to non-selective ␤AR antagonist exposure.
After adjusting for confounders by applying Cox proportional hazard regression, such increased risk was
confirmed. The risk of developing AD after exposure
more than tripled (statistically significant) and almost
doubled (not statistically significant) compared to
non-exposed cohort 1A and 1B, respectively. These

findings can be supported by previous animal studies
who suggest that blocking of the ␤2AR has detrimental effects on AD [15–17]. Also, some human
studies also reported that exposure to ␤-blockers
could impair cognition [39–41]. Contradicting, prior
animal studies also reported that blocking of the
receptor by antagonists can have beneficial effects
on AD [18–20], which again is supported by other
human studies investigating the effect of antihypertensives, among which include ␤-blockers, on
cognition [42–46]. However, the apparent beneficial
results on cognition reported by those previous studies may be mediated by the blood pressure lowering
abilities of the antihypertensive drugs [44, 45, 47].
This can stand in contrast to the potential detrimental effects on inflammation, A␤-, tau-, synaptic-, and
thus eventually cognitive pathologies involved in AD
[15–18].
Overall, this study suggests that the exposure to
non-selective ␤AR antagonists is associated with an
increased risk of AD. Since previous studies focused
mainly on cognition and not on AD and showed
conflicting results further observational studies and
studies in humans are needed to confirm our findings.
Those studies should further focus on the association
between compounds targeting the ␤2AR receptor and
the risk of developing AD.
Selective β2AR agonists
First is discussed whether the cohorts in this
study are comparable to the overall population by
comparing the numbers regarding co-medication
use to existing literature. No significant differences
were found regarding co-medication use between
the exposed and matched controls 2A in contrast
to matched controls 2B. As stated earlier, 1 in 14
(7.14%) people are diagnosed with diabetes in the
Netherlands [33]. A reason why the percentages
(anti-diabetic use) are lower in the exposed and nonexposed 2A cohort could be due to chance but might
also be partially assigned to the fact that ␤-agonist
use can lead to hyperglycemia and might therefore
be avoided [28]. For the non-exposed 2B cohort, it
might again be explained by indication bias as subjects with diabetics have higher risk of cardiovascular
diseases [34]. 8.53% people are diagnosed with fat
metabolism disorder among which includes hypercholesteremia, in the Netherlands [36]. This number is
comparable to the number of lipid modifying agent
users within the exposed group 2A/B. That lipid modifying agent use is higher in the non-exposed cohort
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2B can be explained by the fact that in this cohort
there are more anti-diabetic users [34]. As stated
earlier regarding depression, each year more than
one in twenty (5.2%) adults suffer from depression
[37]. Among elderly in 2018, 6.3% reported having a
depression in the last 12 months and in nursing homes
the prevalence of depression was reported around 4%
[37]. The fact that the percentages regarding antidepressants use are higher in all cohorts (2A/B) can
also here be explained by the fact that we are dealing with a prescription database and no indications
are known.
In contrast to non-selective ␤AR antagonist exposure, we observed that the incidence density of AD
was lower in the cohorts exposed to selective ␤2AR
agonists when compared to the non-exposed. Focusing on the KM analysis, it can be seen that overall the
cumulative incidence is lower in the exposed cohorts
when compared to the non-exposed cohorts, although
no statistically significant differences were found.
After statistical analysis, we observed that the hazard ratio of developing AD was more than halved
among patients exposed to selective ␤2AR agonists
when compared to the unexposed subjects (Exposed
cohort 2A versus reference cohort 2A). So, it seems
that there is a trend towards a protective influence
of selective ␤2AR agonists on the risk of developing
AD. These results seem to support previous animal
studies reporting that ␤2AR activation can positively
influence neuroinflammation, A␤-, tau-, synaptic-,
and cognitive pathologies [14, 18, 21–23]. However,
there are also animal studies reporting that ␤2AR
activation could lead to an increase in A␤ accumulation (hallmark of AD) [24, 25]. But this might be
attributed to abnormal ␤2AR activation induced by
stress [14, 21, 24, 25]. To our knowledge, ␤2AR agonist exposure and the risk of developing AD has not
been studied in humans before. Further observational
studies and studies in humans are necessary to reveal
whether the association found in this retrospective
inception cohort is justified.
Salbutamol is a frequently used, relatively cheap,
and well established selective ␤2AR agonist available on the Dutch market [25]. The in vitro study
Townsend et al [5]. reported that salbutamol is able
to decrease the rate and yield of filament formation and also that it could inhibit tau’s structural
change into aggregates [5]. That salbutamol could
also decrease A␤ levels and neuronal death, and that
it could improve memory was found by yet another
study [18]. Besides, studies already identified salbutamol as an indirect anti-TNF agent [48, 49].
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Overall, this study seems to suggest that there is
a trend towards a protective influence of selective
␤2AR agonists, including salbutamol, on the risk of
developing AD. Since previous studies did not focus
on ␤2AR activation and AD in humans, further observational studies are needed. Those studies should
further focus on the association between compounds
targeting ␤2AR and the risk of developing AD.
Potential mechanisms
The molecular mechanism has been investigated in
several studies. Studies suggesting that A␤PP phosphorylation and ␣-secretase activity are involved are
the studies of Chai et al. [14, 21], Branca et al.
[15], and the study of Wu et al. [16]. Activation of
the ␤2AR by clenbuterol decreased A␤ levels by
reducing A␤PP phosphorylation (specifically, phosphorylation of Thr688) and by increasing ␣-secretase
activity [14, 21]. Blocking of the ␤2AR increased
A␤ levels by increasing A␤PP phosphorylation and
by decreasing ␣-secretase activity [15, 16]. Besides
the studies of Chai et al. [14, 21] reported that
␤2AR activation increased levels of PSD95, which is
an important regulator of dendritic spines regarding
structure and function.
Ni et al. [25] and Yu et al. [24] both attributed the
deterioration of the A␤ pathology to an increase in ␥secretase activity. They proposed that the activation
of the ␤2AR lead to endocytosis of the receptor and
the bound presenilin-1 ((PS1) part of ␥-secretase).
As a result, PS1 travels to late endosomes and lysosomes, and ␥-secretase activity is enhanced causing
A␤ fragments to be formed [24, 25].
A␤PP can be cleaved by ␣-secretase and by ␤secretase forming different C-terminal fragments.
Those fragments can thenceforth be cleaved by ␥secretase to produce A␤ [19]. Different studies also
showed that ␤-secretase knockout mice produce no or
little A␤ proteins suggesting that ␤-secretase expression can play an important role in the synthesis of A␤
proteins [50, 51]. Insulin degrading enzyme (IDE)
can also play an important role in the A␤ pathology as IDE is involved in A␤ degradation and IDE
knockout mice also show lower degradation of A␤
[52]. The results of Dobarro et al. [19, 20] suggest that propranolol can increase IDE expression
and decrease ␤-secretase expression and in this way
prevent the increase in A␤ levels. Focusing on the
tau pathology, JNK1 is believed to be an important
kinase because activation of JNK1 can phosphorylate tau. That treatment with propranolol decreased
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JNK1 activity in SAMP8 mice has been found in
the study by Tamagno et al. [53] The decrease in
JNK1 was accompanied by decreased pTau expression. Besides, they showed that JNK1 could mediate
␤-secretase upregulation [38]. The studies of Dobarro
et al. [19, 20] also relate JNK1 activation to A␤, tau,
synaptic, and cognitive pathology. Propranolol was
able to reverse these pathological features but how
propranolol affect JNK1 activity should be clarified
in future studies [19, 20].
The study of Ciprés-Flores et al. [18] investigated
the ␤-arrestin (␤-arr)/ERK-pathway as a potential
mechanism because studies showed that propranolol
and salbutamol have weak activity for this pathway
[54]. They proposed that the ␤-arr/ERK-pathway can
be activated by ␤2AR biased ligands resulting in poor
internalization of the ␤2AR and ␥-secretase complexes causing A␤ to be secreted poorly. Other studies
already reported that ERK signaling has been related
to improved memory function [55].
A protective role of formoterol against AD was
reported by the study of Abdel Rasheed et al. [21].
Formoterol targeted neuroinflammation because it
was able to decrease GSK-␣ and ␤ (enzymes linked to
neuronal loss seen in AD) and thereby neurofibrillary
tangles and A␤ plaques [23].
Ryan et al. [22] also investigated inflammation and
proposed a mechanism in which clenbuterol (by activating the ␤2AR) could block IκB␣ phosphorylation
and thus NFκB activity in basal conditions. Thereby,
TNF-␣ and ICAM-1 could be suppressed due to this
(NFκB inducible genes). They also proposed that
under LPS-stimulated conditions, clenbuterol (by the
activation of the ␤2AR) could suppress NFκB activity
by blocking IκB␣ phosphorylation [22].
Overall, the studies included in this study proposed
different mechanisms for the pathologies that appear
in AD and involvement of the ␤2AR. Futures studies are warranted to fully understand how ␤2AR are
involved in the pathology of AD.
Strengths and limitations
To our knowledge this is the first study investigating the association between compounds targeting
␤2AR and the risk of developing AD in humans.
The first strength of this study is that not only
␤2AR antagonists but also ␤2AR agonists are studied. Another strength of this study is that data was
obtained from the IADB.nl prescription database and
therefore likely eliminating recall bias. Besides the
database made it possible to follow the patients for

a longer period of time because it contained data
from 1994–2019. Thereby, the database provided not
only information on drugs of interest but also on comedication use, due to this it was possible to take
different confounders into account [30]. Yet another
strength of this study is that we matched the patients
from the exposed groups to controls by using a time
window around the index date (± 3 years) and date
of birth (± 5 years). Due to this, an equal distribution among exposed and controls was ensured and
therefore limiting confounding by age. The time window around the index date was set so that eventual
changes in the prescription guidelines will be corrected for. One more strength of this study is that the
study population is representative for the Netherlands
as a whole (external validity) because the IADB.nl
database contains data from approximately 120 community pharmacies in the northern Netherlands and
was therefore considered to be representative for the
Netherlands as a whole [29, 30].
Aside from strengths, this study also has limitations. First, the database does not contain information
on actual chronic use of the exposure drugs. This
could lead to misclassification and could possibly
underestimate the impact of exposure on the risk of
developing AD. This, however, is unlikely because
we defined exposure on multiple prescriptions within
the first year after the index date. Second, not all
patients diagnosed with AD actually use anti-AD
medication because it is merely effective in 1 in 6 to
10 patients, so this could underestimate the effect of
the exposure to non-selective ␤AR antagonists and
overestimate the effect of the exposure to selective
␤AR agonists [11]. According to the Stichting Farmaceutische Kengetallen (SFK), the use of medication
against AD has declined over the years. According to Alzheimer Nederland there are approximately
290,000 individuals with dementia and SFK expects
fewer than 30,000 individuals to be on anti-AD medication so the use of drugs in the treatment of dementia
is relatively limited [56, 57]. Third, the index date
might not be the first date a subject was exposed to
drugs but is the defined starting date of follow-up in
this inception cohort. We have set this requirement
so that we were able to identify any covariates (such
as underlying conditions (anti-diabetic use as proxy
for diabetes mellitus for example)) by focusing on
the dispensed drugs in this 12-month period prior
to the index date as the database does not contain
information on indication. In general, random, misclassification of exposure may have led to bias toward
the null value. However, anti-AD medication is only
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prescribed for AD or Parkinson’s disease and subjects with prescriptions for Parkinson’s disease were
excluded. Regarding co-medication use, the numbers
found in this study are explainable or similar to the
numbers found in literature. Fourth, the non-exposed
B cohorts differs from the exposed cohorts regarding
co-medication use and this could be due to indication
bias which could possibly overestimate the impact
of exposure on the risk of developing AD. Fifth, the
database does not contain information on personal
characteristics such as body mass index and socioeconomic status for example which might also confound
the association. At last, there are little events in this
study and therefore the statistical power is low, possibly leading to reduced accuracy of the estimates.
In the future bigger studies are needed with larger
datasets to increase precision.

[7]

Conclusion

[8]

This retrospective inception cohort study shows
that exposure to non-selective ␤AR antagonists is
associated with an increased risk for developing AD
and it seems to suggest that exposure to selective
␤2AR agonists (among which salbutamol) may be
associated with a decreased risk for developing AD.
Since previous studies did not split by type of ␤2AR
antagonist/agonist used, focused mainly on cognition
and not on AD and showed conflicting results, further studies are needed in to confirm our findings.
Those studies should further focus on the association
between compounds targeting the ␤2AR receptor and
the risk of developing AD.
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